A Multiscale Spatiotemporal Fusion Network Based on an Attention Mechanism
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Abstract: Spatiotemporal fusion is an effective and cost-effective method to obtain both high temporal resolution and high spatial resolution images. However, existing methods do not sufficiently extract the deeper features of the image, resulting in fused images which do not recover good topographic detail and poor fusion quality. In order to obtain higher quality spatiotemporal fusion images, a novel spatiotemporal fusion method based on deep learning is proposed in this paper. The method combines an attention mechanism and a multiscale feature fusion network to design a network that more scientifically explores deeper features of the image for different input image characteristics. Specifically, a multiscale feature fusion module is introduced into the spatiotemporal fusion task and combined with an efficient spatial-channel attention module to improve the capture of spatial and channel information while obtaining more effective information. In addition, we design a new edge loss function and incorporate it into the compound loss function, which helps to generate fused images with richer edge information. In terms of both index performance and image details, our proposed model has excellent results on both datasets compared with the current mainstream spatiotemporal fusion methods.
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1. Introduction
The study and utilization of remote-sensing images is becoming more and more meaningful [1], it has become a critical and urgent task to obtain remote-sensing satellite images with both high spatial resolution and high temporal resolution. Although the progress of sensor technology has generated great convenience for the study of remote-sensing images [2], individual satellites are still unable to obtain high spatial resolution images with dense time series, and cost and technical bottlenecks are the main reasons for this problem [3,4].

Spatiotemporal fusion is a data post-processing technology developed to reduce the limitation of hardware technology. The fusion process generally requires two data sources [5], one of which has high spatial resolution and low temporal resolution (hereinafter referred to as fine resolution images), such as the Landsat-8 satellite, which can obtain spatial resolution images of 30 m with a repetition period of 16 days [6]. Another data source has high temporal resolution and low spatial resolution (hereinafter referred to as rough resolution images). These include the moderate resolution imaging spectrometer (MODIS), which can obtain daily observation data of the Earth, but most of their spatial resolution is not high, at only 500 m or so [7]. MODIS sensors are capable of acquiring
images with low spatial resolution in intensive time (hereinafter referred to as coarse resolution images). The spatiotemporal fusion method can combine the daily data acquired by MODIS sensors and the fine resolution images acquired by Landsat satellites to generate high-spatial-resolution-fused image data with dense time series.

In general, there are four models of spatiotemporal fusion: (1) transformation-based; (2) pixel-reconstruction-based; (3) Bayesian-based; and (4) learning-based models [8,9]. Based on the data transformation model, original image pixels are mapped to an abstract space to perform fusion and obtain high-resolution data at unknown times [10]. The basic idea of the pixel reconstruction-based model is to select pixels near the target pixel to participate in the reconstruction of the target pixel, in which a series of specific rules need to be set. Typical examples include the spatial and temporal adaptive reflectance fusion model (STARFM) [11] and the spatial and temporal adaptive algorithm for mapping reflectance changes (STAARCH) [12]. Bayesian-based models [13] use the Bayesian statistical principle in mathematical statistics, such as the unified fusion method [14] and Bayesian maximum entropy method [15]. Bayesian-based models have advantages in processing different input images to produce better prediction results [5]. However, most of the above traditional algorithms rely on conditions set in advance and are relatively influenced by the quality of the dataset, and their performance is mostly unstable.

Learning-based models have been gradually accepted and have become a new research hotspot. These models are expected to obtain better fusion results than traditional fusion models, especially in the prediction of land cover change. A learning-based fusion model basically does not need to design fusion rules manually. It can automatically learn the best basic features from various quality input datasets and generate high-quality fused images. At present, there are two main ways to build models based on learning, which are sparse representation and deep-learning technology [16,17]. The sparse-representation-based approach mainly models between pairs of fine-resolution and coarse-resolution images obtained on the same day [16], and, through this correlation, obtain some key feature information. The algorithm reconstructs the fine-resolution images used for prediction. Although these methods can obtain better fusion results than traditional methods, some limitations, including sparse coding, high computational cost and computational complexity, limit its universality.

The deep-learning method mainly simulates the working characteristics of the neural structure in the human brain, that is to say, information is continuously transmitted between different neurons. The difference is that deep learning is mainly between different neural network layers, and the parameters learned through the established complex nonlinear mapping are transmitted to the output layer, so as to generate the prediction target results, in which the network contains a large number of learnable parameters. There are many ways to build a deep-learning network architecture. At present, the convolutional neural network (CNN) [17] is emerging as a lightweight and efficient method for image feature extraction and image reconstruction with strong learning ability.

Researchers in the field of image fusion have increasingly turned to CNN models. The deep convolutional spatiotemporal fusion network (DCSTFN) [8] uses CNN to extract the texture and spectral feature information from fine resolution images and coarse resolution images [18]. Using the assumptions used by STARFM, the obtained feature information is comprehensively processed and fused into the final image. DCSTFN is superior to traditional spatiotemporal fusion methods in many aspects, such as the accuracy and robustness of fused images. Song et al. proposed a spatiotemporal fusion hybrid method based on spatiotemporal fusion using deep convolutional neural networks (STFDCNN) [19]. Here, a single-image superresolution CNN (SRCNN) is used to form nonlinear mapping, and super-resolution is applied multiple times. The fusion effect of this method is relatively good. The main idea of a two-stream CNN (StfNet) [20] is to learn the feature differences of image data at different dates in pixel space, and StfNet can retain rich texture details.

Recently, Tan et al. proposed an enhanced deep conventional spatiotemporal fusion network (EDCSTFN) [21], which is a further work on the basis of DCSTFN. EDCSTFN
no longer uses the linear assumptions of STARFM, and the prediction image is no longer affected by the reference image. The relationship between them is completely obtained by network autonomous learning, and the objectivity is guaranteed. In addition, the CNN with attention and multiscale mechanisms (AMNet) [22] is famous for its good effect and innovation, and it can extract more comprehensive image feature information.

Considering that some current spatiotemporal fusion methods have not paid enough attention to extracting more comprehensive features of the input image, as well as the fact that the ability to capture image edge-detail information still needs to be improved, this paper proposes a convolutional neural network based on multiscale feature fusion [23–25], and a new spatiotemporal fusion method combined with an efficient spatial-channel attention mechanism to alleviate the above problems. Specifically, the following explorations were conducted:

1. In this paper, multiscale feature fusion is introduced into the spatiotemporal fusion task to extract the feature information of the input image more scientifically and comprehensively for the characteristics of different scales of the input image, and to improve the learning ability and efficiency of the network.

2. In this paper, an efficient spatial-channel attention mechanism is proposed, which makes the network not only consider the expression of spatial feature information, but also pay attention to local channel information in the learning process, and further improves the ability of the network to optimize feature learning.

3. In this paper, we propose a new edge loss function and incorporate it into the compound loss function, which can help the network model to better and more fully extract the image edge information. At the same time, the edge loss can also reduce the resource loss and time cost of the network, and reduce the complexity of the compound loss function.

The main chapters of this paper are organized as follows: Section 2 describes the relevant materials and the proposed method. Section 3 presents a series of experiments and their results, as well as an analysis of the results. Section 4 discusses the performance and advantages of our proposed network structure on different datasets. Section 5 summarizes the content of the full paper and provides an outlook for future work.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study Areas and Datasets

Two datasets were used to verify the effectiveness of the proposed method. One area selected for this paper is the Lower Gwydir catchment (LGC) from northern New South Wales, Australia (149.2815°E, 29.0855°S) [26]. The image data in this dataset are mainly from between April 2004 and April 2005 and include a total of 14 pairs of MODIS-Landsat images. Landsat satellite image, here, is from Landsat-5 Thematic Map(TM). MODIS images are from MODIS Terra MOD09 GA Collection 5. Each image in the LGC dataset contains six bands: blue, green, red, near-infrared, short-wave infrared, and long-wave infrared, and each image is 3200 × 2720 in size. The second experimental area chosen for this paper is the Coleambally Irrigation Area (CIA) from southern New South Wales, Australia (34.0034°E, 145.0675°S) [26]. This dataset corresponds to a geographical area where cash crops such as rice are mainly grown. The image data for this dataset were collected from October 2001 to May 2002. The dataset includes 17 pairs of MODIS-Landsat images. The Landsat satellite images here are from the Landsat-7 Enhanced Thematic Mapper Plus (ETM+), while MODIS images are data from the MODIS Terra MOD09GA Collection 5. Each image in the CIA dataset consists of six bands: blue, green, red, near-infrared, short-wave infrared, and long-wave infrared, and each image is 1720 × 2040 in size. This section reduces the dataset size to a uniform size by training the network with Landsat images of size 1200 × 1200 and MODIS images of size 75 × 75. The original Landsat image has a resolution of 30 m, while the MODIS image has a resolution of 480 m. In this paper, 60% of the images were used as training data set to train the model, half of the remaining image data were used as validation data set to verify the performance of the model, and the other half of
the remaining data were used as test data set to generate the final fused images. Figure 1a shows the Landsat image of the LGC dataset on 2 March 2005. Figure 1b shows the Landsat image of the CIA dataset as of 4 May 2002.
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**Figure 1.** Real Landsat images of (a) LGC dataset and (b) CIA dataset.

### 2.2. Methods

#### 2.2.1. Spatiotemporal Fusion Theorem

Taking the spatiotemporal fusion of MODIS and Landsat images as an example. Firstly, let \( L \) and \( M \) represent the Landsat and MODIS images, respectively. It is known that we collected MODIS image \( M_{tk} \) and Landsat image \( L_{tk} \) at the time of reference date \( t_k \) and MODIS image \( M_{t1} \) at the time of prediction date \( t_1 \) from the same geographical area. On the premise of obtaining these images, the ultimate goal is to obtain Landsat-like images \( L_{t1} \) in dense time series at time \( t_1 \), which is the goal of spatiotemporal fusion. This process can be explained by mathematics: The obtained satellite images are subjected to a series of function operations to obtain the Landsat-like images we need. This process can be expressed as the following equation:

\[
L_{t1} = \varphi(M_{tk}, L_{tk}, M_{t1}|\theta)(k \neq 1),
\]

where \( \theta \) represents a set of learnable parameters, and deep learning uses the nonlinear mapping established by learnable parameters to approximate the actual function \( \varphi \).

#### 2.2.2. Network Architecture

Figure 2 shows the spatiotemporal fusion network architecture proposed in this paper. The network is divided into two stages of input. The upper layer network input images are Landsat image \( L_1 \) at the reference time and a group of MODIS image pairs (MODIS image \( M_1 \) at the reference time and MODIS image \( M_2 \) at the prediction time). The input image of the lower layer network is the Landsat image \( L_1 \) at the reference time. For the convenience of illustration, we use “1 x 1 Conv” to represent the convolution layer with the convolutional kernel size of 1, “3 x 3 Conv” to represent the convolution layer with the convolution kernel size of 3, the activation function is ReLU, “multiscale module” represents the multiscale module, and “Attention Module” represents the attention-mechanism module. The multiscale-fusion features of the network are obtained from the input image through the multiscale module, and then the number of channels of the feature map is reduced through the convolution layer of 3 × 3. The features are merged by adding elements one by one, and then the fusion features are input into the attention module and reconstruction module; the reconstruction module is composed of a 3 x 3 convolution layer, an activation function ReLU and a 1 x 1 convolution layer. Finally, the feature map is reconstructed in the feature space to generate the Landsat-like image at the prediction time \( L_2 \).
2.2.3. Multiscale Module

As remote-sensing images have features at different scales, the use of a single convolutional layer cannot fully extract all the features of images with rich feature information. Inspired by the target-detection model to solve the multiscale problem, this paper introduces multiscale feature fusion into the spatiotemporal fusion task. The multiscale fusion network is used to obtain the detail features of the input image at different scales; and then the obtained features are fused to obtain the fusion features at different scales; and, finally, the fusion features are processed. Therefore, the multiscale mechanism of Figure 3 is adopted to extract the spatial details and temporal variations from different scale images in the spatiotemporal fusion task. In Figure 3, Conv(3 × 3) represents the convolution layer with convolution kernel size of 3, and ReLu is used as the activation function of multiscale module. a × a × 32, a × a × 64, and a × a × 128 (length × width × number of channels), respectively, represent the dimensions of the convoluted feature graph. ⊕ indicates that the features are merged by adding the feature map element by element. The multiscale module proposed in this paper performs spatiotemporal fusion at three scales. For convenience of explanation, the input images $L_1, M_1$, and $M_2$ are denoted as $M_{12}$, and $L_1$ is denoted as $S_1$. $\mu_i$ (i = 1, 2, 3) denotes convolution combination at different scales, $F_i$ (i = 1, 2, 3) denotes feature maps generated by convolution combination at different scales of input image $M_{12}$, $F$ denotes fusion features at multiple scales of input image $M_{12}$, $L_i$ (i = 1, 2, 3) denotes feature maps generated by convolution combination at different scales of input image $S_1$, and $L$ denotes fusion features at multiple scales of input image $S_1$. The process of multiscale module is as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
F_1 &= \mu_1(M_{12}) \\
F_2 &= \mu_2(M_{12}) \\
F_3 &= \mu_3(M_{12}) \\
L_1 &= \mu_1(S_1) \\
L_2 &= \mu_2(S_1) \\
L_3 &= \mu_3(S_1)
\end{align*}
\]

Finally, the fusion features of multiple scales are obtained by adding the feature maps element by element:

\[
\begin{align*}
F &= F_1 + F_2 + F_3 \\
L &= L_1 + L_2 + L_3
\end{align*}
\]
2.2.4. Attention Module

Attention mechanism is widely used in artificial-intelligence-related fields. It mainly utilizes the correlation between the data and also extracts the feature values according to their importance. The attention mechanism can guide the network to extract features towards the right direction. Hu et al. proposed that the squeeze-and-excitation network (SENet) [27] can help the network learn important channel feature information, which can improve the performance only by adding less computation. Subsequently, the block attention module (BAM) [28] and convolutional BAM (CBAM) [29] use multiple convolutions to extract the position information between features, but convolution can only obtain a large number of local features, and the comprehensive consideration of the whole image feature information is not comprehensive. The nonlocal approach [30] can obtain comprehensive spatial-feature information, but its huge overhead prevents it from becoming the mainstream and preferred method. The ideal method in this paper is to achieve both spatial attention and channel attention with less cost, and capture as much feature information as possible.

To solve the above problems, an efficient spatial-channel attention network is designed as shown in Figure 4. Averaging and maximizing the values of different channels on the same plane space enables obtaining the weights of spatial positions, connecting them for feature fusion, and then applying a convolution layer to finally generate spatial attention-feature map. In the two branches of channel attention mechanism, the average pooling layer and the maximum pooling layer are used to obtain the global statistical features of each input feature map, and then two full connection layers are used to generate channel features, that is, the optimal weight value of each feature channel is obtained from the relationship between the feature channels. Then, the two feature maps are merged by adding them element by element. Features passing through the spatial attention module and channel attention module are combined by adding feature maps element by element. Finally, through a $1 \times 1$ convolution layer and a Sigmoid layer, the weight value of the input feature passing through the spatial-channel attention module is obtained. The fusion features after local attention are obtained by shortcut connection. To accommodate the characteristics of CNN, the ReLU function is generally used as the activation function of each neuron in the fully connected layer, according to experience.

The feature information maps obtained by the spatial attention module and the channel attention module are integrated using convolutional layers and sigmoid functions, respectively, to obtain a more comprehensive feature information map. This process can be described as the following equation:

$$F_{\text{output}} = F_{\text{input}} \oplus (F_{\text{input}} \otimes \sigma(\text{Conv}(M_C \oplus M_S)))$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

Here, $F_{\text{input}}$ and $F_{\text{output}}$, respectively, represent the input feature map and output feature map of the spatial-channel attention module; and $M_C$ and $M_S$, respectively, represent the generated channel feature and spatial feature. Conv($\cdot$) and $\sigma(\cdot)$ represent convolution operations and Sigmoid function, respectively. $\oplus$ represents element-by-element addition, and $\otimes$ represents element-by-element multiplication function.
2.2.5. Compound Loss Function

The loss function has an important impact on the fusion results. In previous studies, the loss function generally used for image reconstruction is the $l_2$ loss function, which minimizes the loss and leads to the balance of errors between each pixel. This operation may lead to blurred images in spatiotemporal fusion results. The use of $l_1$ loss alone will, likewise, cause some interference in the generated fused images. Some previous attempts have been made to incorporate perceptual loss into their defined compound loss function [31]; however, perceptual loss must undergo a pre-training process, which is sensitive to the dataset and also incurs additional computational and time costs.

In order to address these current problems, this paper proposes a new compound loss function consisting of content loss, edge loss and visual loss, with the following equation:

$$L_{Proposed} = L_{Content} + L_{Edge} + \alpha \cdot L_{Vision},$$  

(11)

where $\alpha$ is the hyperparameter that regulates the visual loss, and, here, we empirically set it to 0.5. Content loss ($L_{Content}$) is a basic component of the compound loss function, a common practice in image fusion models, and is computed using the MSE. 

$L_{Edge}$ is a new edge loss proposed in this paper. In image-edge processing, the differential operation can highlight the image details and make the image clearer. Compared with the first-order differential operator, the second-order differential operator has stronger edge-positioning ability and better processing effect. Laplacian operator is the typical representative of the second-order differential operator, which is often used in the field of image enhancement and edge extraction [32]. The Laplacian operator is defined as in the following equation:

$$\text{Laplacian}(f) = \frac{\partial^2 f}{\partial x^2} - \frac{\partial^2 f}{\partial y^2}$$  

(12)

The Laplacian operator actually utilizes the Sobel operator [33]. It operates the derivatives in the x and y directions of the image by the Sobel operator to obtain the result of the Laplacian transform of the input image. The image in the neighborhood is calculated by the gray difference, and the Laplacian operator is divided into four neighborhoods and eight neighborhoods, as shown in Figure 5a,b. Four neighborhoods are gradients for four directions of the central pixel in the neighborhood, and eight neighborhoods are gradients for eight directions. In the implementation of the algorithm, Laplacian operator calculates gradients in four or eight directions of the central pixel in the neighborhood, and then adds up the gradients to judge the relationship between the gray level of the central pixel and the gray level of other pixels in the neighborhood. Finally, the gray level of pixels is adjusted through the result of gradient operation. The edge is characterized by a sudden change in intensity, which indicates the boundary between two regions of the image. With an ordinary gradient operator, it is difficult to determine the position of edge lines for
steep edges and slowly changing edges, but Laplacian operator can be determined by the zero crossing point between the positive and negative peaks of quadratic differential, which is more sensitive to isolated points or endpoints [34]. Therefore, the method is particularly suitable for occasions with the purpose of highlighting isolated points, isolated lines or line end points in the image. Based on the above characteristics of Laplacian operator, this paper introduces Laplacian operator as edge loss to highlight the edge information of the image and obtain the fused image with clear edge-texture details. Specifically, the generated image and the real image are, respectively, subjected to Laplacian transform based on convolution operation, and the MSE is used to calculate the feature difference of the obtained image features, so as to obtain the edge loss of the predicted image and the real image. The Laplacian operator in this paper uses the edge repeated padding of padding 2 and the convolution kernel of $5 \times 5$. The edge loss function proposed in this paper can be expressed as the following equation:

$$L_{\text{Edge}} = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} (\ell(F_{\text{L1}}^{\text{FL}}) - \ell(F_{\text{L1}}))^{2}, \quad (13)$$

$N$ represents the element of number of the feature map, $\ell(\cdot)$ represents the Laplacian operation based on the convolution operation, $F_{\text{L1}}^{\text{FL}}$ represents the predicted image, and $F_{\text{L1}}$ represents real image.
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Figure 5. (a) Four-neighbor template and (b) eight-neighbor template.

Vision loss ($L_{\text{Vision}}$) is evaluated using the multiscale structural similarity (MS-SSIM) [35], which is often used in spatiotemporal image fusion models. The structural similarity (SSIM) is used to evaluate the degree of similarity between two images, mainly based on the similarity of brightness, contrast and overall structure of the images, which correspond to the image’s mean, standard deviation and correlation coefficient, respectively. SSIM can be expressed by Equation (14):

$$SSIM(x, y) = \frac{(2\mu_x\mu_y + c_1)(2\sigma_{xy} + c_2)}{\mu_x^2 + \mu_y^2 + c_1(\sigma_x^2 + \sigma_y^2 + c_2)}, \quad (14)$$

where $x$ and $y$ represent the real image and the predicted image; $\mu_x$ and $\mu_y$ are recorded as the average value of $x$ image and $y$ image, respectively; $\sigma_x^2$ and $\sigma_y^2$ represent the variance in $x$ image and $y$ image, respectively. $\sigma_{xy}$ represents the covariance of the $x$ and $y$ images; $c_1$ and $c_2$ are used for stability equations. The value range of SSIM in image-reconstruction task is 0 to 1. The closer to 1, MS-SSIM, as a further expansion of SSIM, can still maintain better performance in different resolution images. The MS-SSIM is defined as shown in Equation (15):

$$L_{\text{Vision}} = 1 - \text{MS-SSIM} \quad (15)$$
The research shows that MS-SSIM largely enables the high-frequency details in the input image to be retained in the fused image. Therefore, if MS-SSIM is included in the compound loss function, the fused image can be clearer.

2.3. Compared Methods

We selected five spatiotemporal fusion methods for comparison with our proposed method, namely, STARFM, flexible spatiotemporal data fusion (FSDAF) [3], and three deep-learning-based spatiotemporal fusion methods: DCSTFN, EDCSTFN, and AMNet. STARFM is a pixel reconstruction-based model, which assumes that the reflectance relationship between the low-resolution image and the high-resolution image is linear, so that multiple pixels of the high-resolution image corresponding to a pixel in the low-resolution image are from the same class. As long as this relationship is applied, the low-resolution image already acquired at the prediction date can be obtained as the high-resolution image at the prediction date. FSDAF predicts images more accurately by capturing progressive and abrupt land cover-class changes, and is applicable to heterogeneous regions. DCSTFN uses CNN to extract texture and spectral feature information from fine resolution images and coarse resolution images, respectively [18], and then uses the assumptions used by STARFM to synthesize the obtained feature information and fuse it into the final image. In contrast, EDCSTFN discards this assumption and obtains the fused image entirely through the autonomous learning capability of the network. It uses a compound loss function whichr includes a pretrained model; this will improve the fusion effect, but it also causes an increase in training-time cost and complexity. AMNet overlays multiple networks to generate fused images and uses an attention mechanism to improve the accuracy of the model, which has a good fusion effect.

2.4. Parameter Setting and Evaluation Strategy

The experiment sets the size of MODIS and Landsat image blocks to 400 × 400. Through many comparative tests on these parameters (i.e., 100, 120, 200, 300, 400), the sliding step is finally set to 200 × 200, so as to determine the best experimental results. In order to adapt to the limitation of GPU memory, the experiment set the training batch size to 4. We initialized the learning rate to 0.001 and chose 60 training rounds to let the model guarantee convergence. In addition, the learning rate varied with the training batches, and the loss value was reduced by 0.1 if it did not change after 5 consecutive epochs.

In this paper, a full range of comparisons was made between images observed by satellites and images generated according to spatiotemporal-fusion-methods comparison, including performance index and image color and texture. Regarding the evaluation of performance index, four indexes are used in this paper. The spatial correlation coefficient (SCC) reflects the linear correlation degree between the original image and the fused image. The closer the value of SCC is to 1, the greater the correlation of the two images. The SSIM reflects the structural similarity of the two comparison images in several aspects. Similarly, the values of SSIM of the two images show a positive correlation with their structural similarity. The larger SSIM, the stronger the structural similarity. The spectral angle mapper (SAM) [36] is the evaluation of the spectral similarity between images observed by satellites and images generated according to spatiotemporal fusion methods. The smaller the SAM, the more similar the two spectra are. Relative dimensionless comprehensive global error (ERGAS) [37] integrally evaluates the fusion results based on the prediction error, and the smaller the ERGAS, the better the results.

3. Results

3.1. Ablation Experiments

In this paper, ablation experiments were carried out on CIA and LGC datasets. Considering that different parts of the network may have different contributions to the network performance, the basic model (Baseline) was designed in this paper. In Baseline, the multi-scale feature-fusion module in the network proposed in this paper was deleted, and the
attention module is removed, and the edge loss function was deleted. We abbreviated the multiscale feature fusion module to Mu-scale, the spatial-channel attention module to Sp-Ca-Att, and the edge loss module to EgLoss. The final comparison results are shown in Tables 1 and 2. "↑" indicates a higher value for a better quality image on that index, "↓" indicates a lower value for a better quality image on that index. The bolded numbers represent the best results.

### Table 1. Performance of different modules on the CIA dataset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Baseline</th>
<th>Mu-Scale</th>
<th>Sp-Ca-Att</th>
<th>Egloss</th>
<th>SAM</th>
<th>ERGAS</th>
<th>SCC</th>
<th>SSIM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4.8118</td>
<td>1.3049</td>
<td>0.8081</td>
<td>0.6484</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4.6101</td>
<td>1.2853</td>
<td>0.8125</td>
<td>0.6824</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>4.4251</td>
<td>1.2989</td>
<td>0.8253</td>
<td>0.6983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>4.3254</td>
<td>1.2438</td>
<td>0.8204</td>
<td>0.7015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>3.8057</td>
<td>1.0887</td>
<td>0.8362</td>
<td>0.7372</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Reference: ↓ ↓ ↑ ↑

### Table 2. Performance of different modules on the LGC dataset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Baseline</th>
<th>Mu-Scale</th>
<th>Sp-Ca-Att</th>
<th>Egloss</th>
<th>SAM</th>
<th>ERGAS</th>
<th>SCC</th>
<th>SSIM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4.4970</td>
<td>0.9736</td>
<td>0.8681</td>
<td>0.7695</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4.3854</td>
<td>0.9547</td>
<td>0.8691</td>
<td>0.7824</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>4.3612</td>
<td>0.9563</td>
<td>0.8764</td>
<td>0.7687</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>4.2677</td>
<td>0.9243</td>
<td>0.8742</td>
<td>0.7802</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>4.1228</td>
<td>0.9165</td>
<td>0.8888</td>
<td>0.7948</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Reference: ↓ ↓ ↑ ↑

For convenience of explanation, an id is given for each ablation experiment in this paper. Experiment 1 is the Baseline. In experiment 2, we added the edge loss module. Obviously, edge loss can improve the index performance of network models. The comparison results of experiment 3 show the effectiveness of an efficient space-channel attention module. It shows that the strategy of paying attention to spatial information and channel information is effective in the task of spatiotemporal fusion. Experiment 4 uses the multiscale feature-fusion module, which greatly improves the performance of the network fusion model. Finally, the multiscale spatiotemporal fusion network based on the attention mechanism proposed in this paper is presented. Comparing the experimental results of each module, it is shown that the proposed network in this paper can effectively make the spatiotemporal fusion task produce good results.

The decision coefficient $R^2$ can also be used to judge the predictive ability of the model, and its magnitude determines the closeness of the correlation. $R^2$ is mainly used to model two sets of data—in this case, the pixel values of the images—and then judge the degree of correlation of the two images based on the obtained correlation index and function. The formula is as follows.

$$R^2 = 1 - \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N} (x_i - y_i)^2}{\sum_{i=1}^{N} (x_i - \bar{x})^2},$$

where $\bar{x}_i$ represents the average pixel value of the observed image, $y_i$ represents the pixel value of the predicted image, $x_i$ represents the pixel value of the observed image, and $N$ represents the total number of pixels in the image. The larger the value of $R^2$, the better the fused image effect. Of course, the maximum value of $R^2$ is 1 and the minimum value is 0.

Figures 6 and 7 show the closeness of the association between fusion images and real images in the near infrared (NIR) band of the LGC dataset and CIA dataset. The "point clouds" produced by each experiment differ only slightly, but the proposed method produces a higher concentration of "point clouds", most of which are around the fitted straight line. There are also fewer scattered isolated points. At the same time, it can
be jointly concluded that the fused image generated by the proposed network structure with complete modules is closer to the real image in relation to the $R^2$ value.

Figure 6. Correlation between the NIR band predicted image and real image on 4 May 2002 of CIA. (a) baseline. (b) baseline + Egloss. (c) baseline + Sp-Ca-Att. (d) baseline + Mu-scale. (e) proposed.

Figure 7. Correlation between NIR band predicted image and real image on 2 March 2005 of LGC. (a) baseline. (b) baseline + Egloss. (c) baseline + Sp-Ca-Att. (d) baseline + Mu-scale. (e) proposed.

3.2. Comparative Experiments

In this paper, the fusion image generated by each method under the same test case is preprocessed, and the local area of the fusion image is marked to show the effect of the fusion image more intuitively. The results of the CIA dataset on 4 May 2002 and the LGC dataset on 2 March 2005 are compared as shown in Figures 8 and 9, respectively.
Figure 8. CIA dataset of real image acquired on 4 May 2002 and predicted images generated by each fusion method. (a) Observed. (b) STARFM. (c) FSDAF. (d) DCSTFN. (e) EDCSTFN. (f) AMNet. (g) Proposed method.

Figure 9. LGC dataset of real image acquired on 2 March 2005 and predicted images generated by each fusion method. (a) Observed. (b) STARFM. (c) FSDAF. (d) DCSTFN. (e) EDCSTFN. (f) AMNet. (g) Proposed method.

It can be seen from Figure 8 that on the CIA dataset, the overall structure of the image predicted by STARFM can still have local spectral inconsistencies. The FSDAF improves the expression of spectral quality; however, the details of local regions are blurred, for example, in the selected area where the edges of the contours are not clear enough. Compared with the four deep-learning methods, the DCSTFN and the EDCSTFN can predict some texture details in local regions, but the overall image quality is still not ideal. The overall spectral color of the AMNet fused image is darker and differs from the real image. The relatively
high spatial heterogeneity of the CIA dataset leads to uncertainty in the variation in its corresponding image edges. Since the Laplacian operator in the proposed method in this paper may be disturbed by the uncertain variation in the image edges in the CIA dataset and the relatively smooth edge variation in the regions in the CIA dataset, achieving the further improvement of the effect of fused images is limited. It is still important for extracting the edge information of the images, as can also be seen from the subsequent experiments on the LGC dataset. In the image predicted by our proposed model, the texture details in local regions are further improved relative to the other three deep-learning methods. The overall visual effect of the performance is better, and the quality of the fused images is significantly better than other algorithms.

Figure 9 shows the performance of each fusion algorithm in the LGC dataset. The LGC dataset is less heterogeneous, so the quality of the generated fused images performs better than the CIA dataset. Compared with the two traditional methods, the texture edge details in the local regions are blurred, and there are more obvious areas of color distortion. Three other deep-learning methods and the method proposed in this paper predict rich texture details and express spectral information well. AMNet performs quite well on the LGC dataset. Of course, the fusion effect of the method proposed in this paper is also good.

In addition to the comparison in terms of objective visualization, this paper also provides a quantitative comparison of the performance of the methods in terms of index. The image index obtained at multiple time points are averaged to obtain the final value of the corresponding method on that index. Tables 3 and 4 represent the index performance of each method on the CIA dataset and LGC dataset, where we show the best performing index in bold black font.

Table 3. Index performance of each method on the CIA dataset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>SAM</th>
<th>ERGAS</th>
<th>SCC</th>
<th>SSIM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>STARFM</td>
<td>4.9289</td>
<td>1.4940</td>
<td>0.8153</td>
<td>0.6947</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FSDAF</td>
<td>4.5497</td>
<td>1.3651</td>
<td>0.8075</td>
<td>0.7021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCSTFN</td>
<td>4.2294</td>
<td>1.1618</td>
<td>0.8121</td>
<td>0.7093</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDCSTFN</td>
<td>4.8931</td>
<td>1.1448</td>
<td>0.8182</td>
<td>0.7193</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMNet</td>
<td>4.1698</td>
<td>1.2646</td>
<td>0.8223</td>
<td>0.6975</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed</td>
<td>3.8057</td>
<td>1.0887</td>
<td>0.8362</td>
<td>0.7372</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Index performance of each method on the LGC dataset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>SAM</th>
<th>ERGAS</th>
<th>SCC</th>
<th>SSIM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>STARFM</td>
<td>4.5673</td>
<td>1.1685</td>
<td>0.8718</td>
<td>0.7829</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FSDAF</td>
<td>4.5891</td>
<td>1.2307</td>
<td>0.8661</td>
<td>0.7789</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCSTFN</td>
<td>5.3662</td>
<td>1.0875</td>
<td>0.8457</td>
<td>0.6924</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDCSTFN</td>
<td>4.5649</td>
<td>1.0601</td>
<td>0.8750</td>
<td>0.7843</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMNet</td>
<td>4.8088</td>
<td>1.2781</td>
<td>0.8856</td>
<td>0.7905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed</td>
<td>4.1128</td>
<td>0.9165</td>
<td>0.8888</td>
<td>0.7948</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It can be seen from Tables 3 and 4 that our proposed method also has the best index performance among the comparison methods. The STARFM and FSDAF performed similarly. The EDCSTFN has a great improvement in spectral index and structural similarity, and the SSIM index of EDCSTFN is 2.3% higher than that of STARFM on the CIA dataset, and the method proposed in this paper is superior to these five methods in all indexes.

Table 5 shows the computational efficiency of the three deep-learning methods. We evaluated the computational efficiency (FLOPs) of the deep-learning-based models in terms of both number of parameters and floating points of operations (FLOPs). The G in FLOPs(G) stands for $1 \times 10^6$, and FLOPs are mainly used to measure the complexity of the model in an integrated manner. As can be seen from Table 5, because EDCSTFN requires training of a pretrained model, the number of required parameters is relatively large and
the model complexity is not low. Taken together, the method proposed in this paper is more efficient than DCSTFN, EDCSTFN and AMNet in terms of computational efficiency, indicating its better computational performance.

Table 5. Comparison of computational efficiency of each method.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>FLOPs(G)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DCSTFN</td>
<td>408,961</td>
<td>150.481</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDCSTFN</td>
<td>762,856</td>
<td>111.994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMNet</td>
<td>633,452</td>
<td>97.973</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed</td>
<td>176,237</td>
<td>36.846</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference</td>
<td>↓ ↓ ↓ ↓</td>
<td>↓ ↓ ↓ ↓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3. Residual Experiments

In order to visualize the experimental index obtained in the comparison experiments, residual experiments were conducted in this paper. The process of the residual experiment is to average the number obtained by subtracting each band of the fused image from the real image to obtain an image with all bands. Finally, this fused image is then normalized. As shown in Figures 10 and 11, the larger and deeper the blue area in the image, the smaller the difference between the predicted image and the real image, and the better the fusion effect. Obviously, the results obtained by the STARFM is relatively poor, with a large number of red and black regions. FSDAF has fewer red and black areas and its effect is better than STARFM. In the deep-learning method, the red and black regions of EDCSTFN are significantly reduced, indicating that the quality of the fused image is significantly improved compared with the traditional methods. Compared with EDCSTFN, the fused image generated by the network proposed in this paper has the most blue areas, indicating that it has the best fusion.

![Figure 10](image)

Figure 10. Comparison of the residual diagrams produced by various methods for the CIA dataset on 4 May 2002. (a) STARFM. (b) FSDAF. (c) DCSTFN. (d) EDCSTFN. (e) AMNet. (f) The proposed method.
4. Discussion

The experimental results on the CIA and LGC datasets show that the proposed spatiotemporal fusion method is superior to the five new spatiotemporal fusion methods. Its advantages are summarized as follows:

1. Whether for LGC dataset with high image quality or CIA dataset with slightly poor image quality, the model proposed in this paper can still maintain good performance, which shows that it has better robustness. This is due to the use of multiscale feature fusion to obtain the spatial details and temporal changes in the input image at different scales. At the same time, the spatial-channel attention module also filters the unimportant features for the network in the learning process, so that the required features can be better expressed.

2. The edge loss designed in this paper is proven to be effective on the CIA dataset and LGC dataset, which can improve the learning and optimization ability of the network, make the fused image show more abundant texture details, and avoid the additional computational cost and time cost in obtaining the perceptual loss training pre-training model, thus saving a lot of computational resources.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, a multiscale spatiotemporal fusion network based on an attention mechanism is proposed. Multiscale feature fusion is introduced into the spatiotemporal fusion task to obtain the spatial details and temporal changes in remote-sensing images at different scales for the purpose of extracting richer and more comprehensive feature information. A spatial-channel attention module is used to filter the spatial features and channel information of the fusion network in order to obtain more important feature information. The edge loss function is added and incorporated into the compound loss function to reduce the overhead and complexity of the network and further improve the prediction accuracy and the quality of the fused images. The effectiveness of the proposed network is verified by the results of an ablation experiment and comparative experiment. In addition, from the comparison of the residual diagrams, it can be concluded that, in the spectral performance, our proposed method shows more blue regions with the value of 0, showing the great advantage of our proposed model. Taken together, our method
clearly outperforms STARFM, DCSTFN, EDCSTFN and AMNet, and our method has a more accurate prediction capability with a richer expression of spectral information. The combination of images and indexes shows that our proposed method achieves good results in both subjective visual and objective evaluation. However, the performance in terms of details needs to be improved. This is because we found that the model is able to predict better the texture edge information in the region with more spectral color information, but at the same time the expression of the spectral information in that part is biased. The follow-up study found that the strong edge structure of the edge-extraction operator we used may cause the model to focus too much on the structural information and ignore the expression of the spectral information. Future work needs to focus on structural information while paying attention to the expression of spectral information, and, in the meantime, the feasibility of applying other edge operators to spatiotemporal fusion tasks needs to be explored. In addition, in view of the better performance shown by traditional methods, the combination of traditional methods and deep-learning methods can also be explored in the future, to further improve the quality of image fusion.
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Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HTLS</td>
<td>High temporal but low spatial resolution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LTHS</td>
<td>Low temporal but high spatial resolution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MODIS</td>
<td>Moderate resolution imaging spectrometer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STARFM</td>
<td>Spatial and temporal adaptive reflectance fusion model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FSDAF</td>
<td>Flexible spatiotemporal data fusion approach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STAARCH</td>
<td>Spatial and temporal adaptive algorithm for mapping reflectance changes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNN</td>
<td>Convolutional neural network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCSTFN</td>
<td>Deep convolutional spatiotemporal fusion network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STFDCNN</td>
<td>Spatiotemporal fusion using deep convolutional neural networks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRCNN</td>
<td>Single-image superresolution convolutional neural network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>StfNet</td>
<td>Two-stream convolutional neural network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDCSTFN</td>
<td>Enhanced deep convolutional spatiotemporal fusion network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMNet</td>
<td>Convolutional neural network with attention and multiscale mechanisms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SENet</td>
<td>Sequeeze-and-excitation network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAM</td>
<td>Block attention module</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBAM</td>
<td>Convolutional block attention module</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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